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In the province of Mantua, which had enjoyed peace
since the tragic days of December igig,1 the landowners
took advantage of the fascist advance to attack the agri-
cultural labour agreement. In Mantua itself the confederate
Chamber of Labour and the People's University were
destroyed on April 20, and next day, with the aid of fascists
who drove up in lorries from the country, the syndicai
Chamber of Labour, the Railwayman's Club, and the flat
of the socialist deputy Dugoni suffered the same fate. The
Agrarian Association announced that in future work would
only be given to those on the fascist register. Punitive
expeditions wiped out leagues, co-operatives, workers'
associations, special attention being paid to league leaders
and their homes. At San Giovanni del Dosso, after the
suppression of the league, wages were reduced and hours of
work raised from eight to ten a day. It was impossible to
get into the country without a fascist pass. At Buscoldo a
lorry drew up one night outside the local co-operative club,
a handsome building of which the workers were very proud.
Darkness had already fallen. The fascists rushed in,
shouting : fc Down with the king. Long live d'Annunzio.*
Some guarded the main entrance, others entered the cafe ;
with eyes glaring and faces distorted they shouted : ' Hands
up.' The workers present, who were playing cards or reading
newspapers, obeyed. They were searched, without so much
as a penknife being found. The fascists, revolver in hand}
forced them to leave, one by one. At the door others lay in
wait for them with daggers and bludgeons. The workers
all had to run the gauntlet. Blows were rained on their
heads and shoulders and they were stabbed in the back.
Thirty-eight were thus stabbed, including old men, three
disabled soldiers, and a fourteen-year-old child. After this
the fascists ransacked the building, broke up the furniture,
and destroyed the registers. At a blast from a whistle they
got back into their lorry, after emptying the till, and
disappeared into the night.
The tradespeople hated the co-operatives as much as the
landowners hated the c leagues'. At Ostiglia, an important
provincial centre, there was a flourishing co-operative store
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